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Imagine a senior management team meeting on strategy. The
agenda is how to take the game to the competitors by having the best
customer service. The marketing team has charted the customer
journey and the touch points where they interact with the brand. A
figure sitting next to the CEO argues for a mobility led strategy and a
parallel collaboration with the Chief Marketing Officer that will ensure
a good user experience. The CEO thinks for a bit.
“How soon can we do this?”
“Three weeks we can be in beta – 5 weeks we can launch”
“Alright let’s make it happen. Tell me how much you need”
That figure who helped finalize the strategy and is responsible for its
remarkably quick go to market and just got that additional funding is
the CIO.
We all know the dialogue by now. Too long has Information
Technology been treated as a tactical line of business measured by
the cost it entails. The new CIO paradigm is to move IT as a cost
center in the eyes of the CEO to a function that enables business
strategy and is measured not by cost but by Return on Investment
(ROI). But in practice how do you get there? What are the metrics
you aim for? How is the journey charted, embarked on and
concluded?
InfoTech Consulting has worked with dozens of enterprise grade
CIO’s faced with this scenario and the conversations keep increasing
in number. Through practical discussion on architecture roadmaps,
enabling business agility and delivering relevant projects we feel we
can crystallize the one metric to aim for that can be the guiding light
on the journey CIO’s need to embark on. We call it simply 50/50
CIO’s who spend 50% of their IT budgets in keeping the lights on and
50% of their IT budget on enabling business acceleration via greater
agility, revenue and profitability growth are the new strategic CIO’s.
They are the ones at the heart of discussions with their CXO
counterparts on enabling new revenue streams and strategic
business initiatives. They’re outperforming their peer CIO’s on

internal satisfaction with IT, budget allocation increases and
mindshare with CEO and the board.
But how do CIO’s get to the 50/50 state of IT Zen? InfoTech has
identified a six stage journey of IT maturity that CIO’s can follow.
These six stages are realistic, proven and have at their heart a
Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC).
An SDDC is a Data Center in which processing power as well as
storage and networking are pooled resources available on demand
and utilized according to workflow and functional needs. Thus the
SDDC is the most efficient way to deliver private and hybrid clouds
and will form the heart of the cloud revolution from hereon.

The six stages of Information Technology maturity

	
  

Operational readiness
The benefits of pooling resources and allocating them based on
demand are clear: Capex and opex reductions, greater business
agility and higher productivity. This concept is at the heart of the
journey we are discussing. Applying this to infrastructure is the basic
building block of a cloud. But leaders eager in the pursuit of these
benefits whether via virtualization or a private or hybrid cloud set up
enabled by virtualization often neglect the critical area of operational
readiness. To us it is the most critical area.
Most IT teams are oriented around keeping the lights on. This means
they are reactive with functional expertise designed to address
problems as quickly as possible; each major technology area will
have its own highly siloed team usually around storage, servers,
networking, applications and security.
Much time is spent on doing root cause analysis and responding to
issues in the silo. Any efficiency created around processes is
restricted to the silo. The rest of the time is spent on rolling out
projects with many manual engineering and systems integration tasks
being performed. This is not a setup that will enable you to get
maximum benefit from an SDDC or a cloud. In a recent Gartner note
it was revealed that an astonishing 95% private cloud
implementations had problems. Not being operationally ready before
beginning IT transformation is the key reason behind this.
To go from a reactive siloed information technology department to a
proactive agile one, the most critical principle is to change your
mindset. The current siloed functional mindset is too slow for
business whose competitors are reacting in near real time. Business
users across emerging markets are starting to lose patience with the
slow responses of their IT departments and selecting cloud based
vendors themselves for specific use cases. You know what this
means. You will have little or no input in vendor selection but be left
with the headache of making the technology work and interfacing with
third parties not to mention have increasing data security issues on
your plate. This shadow IT is an oft travelled and messy path. In a
recent study in the US more than 50% of the business users stated
they bypass IT to go for their own technology service providers.

Operational readiness begins with understanding that the IT
department is now a services provider to the business users. Its
greatest focus is business user satisfaction and provisioning of
business accelerating services quickly. Without this services provider
mentality the IT department will no longer be useful to business. Like
salmon moving upstream if you don’t go against the current, it will
carry you downstream to irrelevancy. Don’t just be convinced yourself
as a CIO. Call the entire team in. Tell them business as usual is over.
This is what we are moving to. This is how we will be measured and
compensated. This will kill the “But we did it this way when I worked
at so and so” conversations that hamper such transitions.
Communicate often to keep them focused during the journey.
An IT that is a services provider lets tools manage the provisioning
and running of the environment in an automated manner. The tools
are governed by policy allowing for tremendous savings on time that
require manual intervention.
Once you are clear that you are a services provider, and that you
need a highly automated provisioning and operational environment to
enable it, the next step is to create an applications map. Rank
applications in order of importance based on business criticality. Then
for each application define clearly the performance attributes. Only
then define security & compliance, availability and cost attributes and
identify the HR cost you are expending against each application. Now
figure out which IT model best suits that application. Most will be on
your on premise cloud, but some will require hybrid or even public
cloud models. You may for example use visual dashboarding tools
provided as SaaS by a third party. That is okay. The key is that doing
this exercise will allow you to build operational models and processes
that are universally applicable to applications via your cloud
management platform. It doesn’t matter where they are running; your
policy rules apply to them. And it is via your portal that they are
requested and provisioned.
In our opinion it is critical that during this exercise you have the
expertise of a third party. Most organizations regardless of budget or
size simply do not have the skills to that can be used to transitioning
to a policy driven technology architecture relying on software defined

workloads. The third party should have demonstrated expertise in
reducing manual intervention needed to provision and deliver
computing power, configurations and updates. They should also be
able to define which application should work on which infrastructure
or cloud model.

IaaS
Now that you’re operationally ready, know that you are transitioning
to be a service provider, are leading from the front with the team on
board, and have a clear eye of your application priorities and they’re
mapped, it is time to get started on the journey to the SDDC that will
be used among other things to deliver private and hybrid clouds.
Information as a Service (IaaS) relates to virtualizing the computing
infrastructure. Most of the times this means virtualizing your x86
servers which even in this day and age can be improved in efficiency
by 80%. In some cases companies sell engineered systems with
proprietary chips that can deliver similar efficiencies but they are
often geared towards single core application efficiencies and not a
multi tenancy approach as such.
Virtualization uses a hypervisor to separate processing power and
memory from the physical layer. Instead creating a virtual machine
(VM), which only has an application and its related OS. This means
one server that was in the past dedicated to one application can now
manage dozens and allocates memory and processing power only
when the application needs is.
This allows for dramatic improvements in efficiencies with a typical
successful IaaS deployment making the server infrastructure hyper
efficient. Server sprawl is eliminated. Electricity costs go significantly
down. Amount of time needed to cater to provisioning and related
tasks goes down allowing productivity of the IT team to shoot up.
Higher availability and quicker provisioning also result in higher
satisfaction with IT.
It is critical that you start changing team roles and splitting them
towards a team that has expertise on the virtualization management
layer. This competency will only grow in importance as you automate

software defined workloads and move applications to a private cloud.
Storage and server expertise should be merged at this time. And a
position that interfaces between business users and this machine be
created which has application level expertise.
Most cloud or virtualization projects actually start from a server sprawl
discussion where servers and related applications are added on an
ad hoc basis. We were able to eliminate up to 90% server sprawl with
a client using engineered systems. But it is important that
virtualization be a conversation not about solving a present crisis but
about how you operate in the future. All future applications need to be
added to virtual machines. This extends your benefits not only to
opex which you are getting from a much more efficient infrastructure
and team productivity improvements but also capex as future budget
allocations to hardware significantly come down with future
applications being provisioned to virtual machines instead of physical
servers.

Showback
You’ve virtualized the compute infrastructure and delivered opex
savings and better service. But you’re just getting started. Large
vendors talking about virtualization or the cloud journey or the layered
approach to building an SDDC often miss the political human
dimension that a CIO faces.
From practical implementation experiences we know that a
company’s culture is the biggest impediment to a CIO’s journey to IT
maturity. Which is why we believe that post IaaS and leveraging its
results CIO’s move to implement the concept of “Showback”. Doing
so brings tremendous transparency to IT and allows the CIO to gain a
powerful ally, the CFO. Showback is one of the most powerful
virtualization enabled concepts that changes IT’s perception from a
cost center to one that is a strategic service provider.
Showback allows your company to start attaching a dollar value to
every service offered off of a virtual machine. This means that at a
per user level you can calculate the processing, memory and other
costs users use. By implementing showback suddenly every business
user and collectively an entire line of business can now be

appropriated the IT cost they use. Almost every CEO we have met
does not think beyond the cost that IT incurs to the fact that IT is not
using the application or the hardware running it. They think of that
business cost as an IT cost. Suddenly with chargeback the CEO gets
data that shows business users using IT as the basis of the IT
budget.
Imagine you are the CEO of a large bank in an emerging market with
900 branches. Already upset at forking out millions of dollars for a
core banking upgrade and upgrading the storage and compute
infrastructure and networking you’re presented next year’s IT budget.
Things are not looking good for its approval based on historical
precedence and market conditions that urge caution. But the
showback report shows clearly IT cost going to branches, going to
the audit and finance function, going to treasury, going to commercial
banking etc. Its not the IT department costing you the money.
Suddenly it is the business using IT that the costs are coming from.
And if you don’t invest there how will you compete?
This simple perspective change is one of the most powerful a CIO
can benefit from. Savvy CIO’s use this to change the conversation
with the CEO and move it to how to best strategically support
business initiatives with smart capacity building.
And you can have that conversation because showback applications
have capacity analytics that go past trending (which almost always
over estimates capacity and thus increases capex) and use what-if
scenario building to more accurately estimate future investments
needed in IT infrastructure.
Meanwhile the CFO who in many organizations has more influence
on IT purchases then the CIO is suddenly a very interested
participant. Because suddenly information technology financial
management is at a granular level for him allowing him for the first
time to get a real feel of TCO and ROI. Showback can be used to
forge a closer relationship with the CFO which is critical for the
modern CIO. Business leaders will often initiate SaaS purchases
(what is known as shadow IT) and can cite business urgencies and
slow IT response to get approvals without keeping CIO in approval
chain. But they can never bypass the CFO. The closer bond between

CIO and CFO because of IT transparency can thus be used to reign
in the rogue business leaders.
Showback is a powerful way to fundamentally change an IT
department’s perception with the CEO and CFO and gets the CIO on
the road to being considered a strategic stakeholder.

Self Service
Self service involves the ability to enable your business users to
request pooled resources like computing (and increasingly storage
and networking) from anywhere, your ability to enable that from
anywhere, and your ability to monitor usage against set quotas that
were allocated while provisioning. The self service concept can be
eventually evolved to include a general permission process for all
new IT services requests including full applications. Because in many
large organizations DevOps is your customer you can extend self
service to middleware and even scripts.
CIO’s are often at fault for not adopting self service because they are
afraid that it takes power away from the IT dept. This is a short
sighted and counter productive approach. In reality self service
investments allow for critical automation of provisioning that is at the
heart of getting to the magical 50/50 IT state. Self service is also a
powerful weapon to combat the growing trend of using shadow IT that
does in reality take power away from the IT department.
The key to both letting go and retaining control is to not affect the
agility of the self service process while owning the self service
lifecycle from request to provisioning. Invest in self service but make
sure everyone goes through IT. Own the process but without
consuming time. Get rid of your help desk and replace it with a portal
but man that portal with resources to enable agility. That portal will be
used for permission management and monitoring. Processes that
include change management based on user requests and changes
should be a key part of your self service strategy.
Self service automates the process of provisioning from infrastructure
to configuration. Once you design it you never have to do it again. If
you were previously dealing with Sharepoint requests from across

global offices as they expanded or went online and doing it manually
each time, now you just do it once. This means productivity gains and
giving your team the time to innovate and support strategically critical
business supporting initiatives and pushing you closer to that 50/50
state. Because self service spans Infrastructure to Applications it isn’t
just an IT transformation stage before application agility. Rather it
starts before it but continues alongside it.

Application agility
Now that you have increased ROI and productivity via IaaS and
subsequent showback and self service initiatives its time to tackle
applications, the heart and soul of technology. This is a critical time
because you’re transitioning from IT to Business. Business owners
use applications in real time to create shareholder value. This is as
serious as IT can get for business users. Which is why application
agility’s benefits are noticed and appreciated by them. Alas the
opposite is also true. Critical application downtimes can cost millions
of dollars a minute.
Application agility happens when applications are virtualized.
Virtualized applications are always available since if one VM goes
down they simply recover in another. They enable enterprise mobility
since virtualization enables moving an application to the cloud which
further allows IT to offer that application as a service should they
choose. Applications are quickly provisioned since you can clone
them. You don’t have to do painful resizing if an application is
suddenly demanding a lot of resources because virtualization allows
you to dynamically allocate resources. Applications in the cloud have
much better performance, reliability, and always higher customer
satisfaction scores. That’s your business users. They love that
application virtualized!
IT decides to automate a lot of applications in one go and everything
goes south. Failures are paramount. Business users are complaining.
Your team always seems a step behind. CIO’s lose credibility with the
CXO suite. Often they get fired. What happened?
Application agility is a very painful stage. No matter what expert you
use, what best practices you employ, how many people you have

who have done it before, it will throw up surprises. The obvious thing
is the smart thing to do here. Do not try to virtualize everything.
Identify one important application and do it. Once that is done and
lessons learned repeat with a mission critical one. Good candidates
for virtualization are Microsoft applications like SQL server, Exchange
and Sharepoint, Oracle database and applications, SAP applications
and the Java applications stack.
Remember aside from increased quality of service because of higher
availability and performance, quicker provisioning etc. application
virtualization also leads to up to twenty times hardware consolidation
so those opex capex savings keep on coming!

SaaS
SaaS or Software as a Service are programs users access over the
internet. Mail programs like Gmail are a great example of SaaS. You
can access them from most devices anywhere you are. The leader in
CRM, Salesforce is an example of an Enterprise SaaS. SaaS as a
business model relies on monthly fees on a per user basis in
exchange for lightning quick access, provisioning and scale. So
you’re renting it with benefits.
SaaS in context of IT transformation means that the IT department is
providing the applications its business users need on any device they
use anywhere they want it delivered over the internet. We consider it
the final stage of IT transformation because it untethers the
organization allowing for extreme agility at the business level and
significant competitive advantage. IT teams find that by keeping the
client end thin, the patching and security actually improve and
management becomes less time consuming.
In the early days of virtualization offering SaaS for an on premise
application meant costly re-architecting of the application from the
ground up. This is no longer the case with organizations and tools
that can take an application and transition it to SaaS in as quickly as
a month. Good candidates for SaaS are non critical applications that
nonetheless enable productivity like conferencing, collaboration, and
remote desktop. These are all possible on PC’s as well as
smartphones and tablets.

Saas may touch only non critical applications but again for the smart
strategic CIO SaaS is critical because of its visibility. A lot of what IT
does is “under the hood”. It is invisible to business users. There’s a
general feeling that “IT is doing its job” somewhere. While
provisioning applications quickly that are requested by business
users certainly makes the CIO a lot more visible and strategic, this is
complemented by SaaS initiatives by IT. You will collaborate daily
from multiple places. You will work from home. You will need access
at a client’s. You’ll crunch numbers stuck in traffic. SaaS will touch
business users daily. Doing SaaS well is a powerful way to “sell” IT to
the rest of the organization and raise the profile of the CIO. Do not
under estimate how vital that can be.
______
The strategic CIO is a smart CIO. He not only changes the
conversation from cost to ROI for the IT function he does it by adding
real business value and becoming indispensible to business strategy,
all the while cementing relationships across the CXO suite.
Not only is the payoff to the business but his own team has more
budget then his peers. He keeps his best people longer because
technologists love to work on cutting edge challenges. By following
the IT transformation journey and reaching the 50/50 state he allows
these people to work on innovation instead of “keeping the lights on”;
innovation that directly supports business and accelerates its
objectives.
As a CIO you make many choices. But the choice to embark on the
journey that leads to the golden 50/50 ratio may very well be your
most important one.
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